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Indoor Kitchen Gardening Handbook
This book is about creating a sense of play and
nourishment. It takes just a few dollars and a few
days for you to start enjoying fresh, healthy produce
grown indoors in your own home.This book is a more
compact, giftable edition of the original book and
offers tons of great growing information in a smaller
package. Imagine serving a home-cooked meal
highlighted with beet, arugula, and broccoli
microgreens grown right in your kitchen,
accompanied by sautéed winecap mushrooms grown
in a box of sawdust in your basement. If you have
never tasted microgreens, all you really need to do is
envision all the flavor of an entire vegetable plant
concentrated into a single tantalizing seedling. If you
respond to the notion of nourishing your family and
guests with amazing, fresh, organic produce that
you've grown in your own house, condo, apartment,
basement, or sunny downtown office, then you'll love
exploring the expansive new world of growing and
eating that can be discovered with the help of this
book. This book teaches you how to grow
microgreens, sprouts, herbs, mushrooms, tomatoes,
peppers, and more--all inside your own home, where
you won't have to worry about seasonal changes or
weather conditions. Filled with mouthwatering
photography and more than 200 pages of do-ityourself in-home gardening information and projects,
this is your gateway to this exciting new growing
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method, not
just
for garnishes
or relishes, but for
wholesome, nutritious, organic edibles that will satisfy
your appetite as much as your palate.

North Carolina Extension Gardener
Handbook
The Complete Gardener's Guide is a new, one-stop
manual for both beginner and more experienced
gardeners, containing all the practical techniques,
inspirational ideas, and problem-solving advice you
need to make and maintain a garden of any size. This
bright new manual focuses on the skills you need as
your garden develops, from basic techniques and
simple tools to get started, to planning and design to
help you create the garden you want. Beautiful
photographs illustrate attractive, achievable planting
designs and effects for outdoor spaces of every shape
and size.

Gardener's Log Book
Intermediate to advanced home gardeners who are
interested in learning how to be even more successful
in their Southwest garden need this book on their
bookshelves! This handbook offers information about
how to select plants best-suited for arid Southwest
environments (states which include Texas, Oklahoma,
Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and Utah). It's a
comprehensive, highly visual resource for gardeners
that's rich with planting advice, including specific
plant recommendations and critical when-to and howto pointers necessary for successful home
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Southwest Gardener's
Handbook addresses everything from plant selections
to accurate planting timelines and gardening
maintenance information. Planting and growing
information for edibles is also included with plant
selections for the most common plant categories
(annuals, perennials, trees, shrubs, and succulents).
Another special differentiating component of this book
includes the firsthand advice of a local gardener in
the region (Utah). Featuring nearly 300 full-color
photos of the best plant selections for the dry
Southwest region to aid in plant selection, plus an
introduction for each plant group and a monthly tips
section, this book is a comprehensive resource--a
must-have for avid gardeners. You'll find
recommended plants, garden how-tos, what-tos, and
when-to information for planting, pruning, proper
watering, lawn care, and much more. Don't start
planting in the Southwest without it!

The Green Gardener's Handbook
The Florida Gardener’s Handbook has more than 300
proven plants, including tropical choices. Helpful icons
highlight plant benefits and sun and shade
requirements. Twelve months of when-to advice for
each plant category help Florida gardeners keep their
gardens growing. The authors address the challenges
of Florida gardening with tropical and saltwater
gardening information and garden how-tos for
planting, pruning, watering, and much more. Fullcolor images for each plant and helpful illustrations
and charts make this an easy-to-use resource for all
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This resource
guide provides all the
need-to-know information for Florida gardeners from
leading Florida gardening experts.

Southern Gardener's Handbook
"Oregon, Washington, northern California, British
Columbia."

Container Gardener's Handbook
Offers advice on buying and growing different kinds of
plants with an emphasis on the use of native plant
species and the techniques of organic gardening.

A Year in My Garden
“One of the distinguished gardening books of our
time,” from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author
of The Omnivore’s Dilemma (USA Today). Chosen by
the American Horticultural Society as one of the 75
greatest books ever written about gardening After
Michael Pollan bought an old Connecticut dairy farm,
he planted a garden and attempted to follow
Thoreau’s example: do not impose your will upon the
wilderness, the woodchucks, or the weeds. That ethic
did not, of course, work. But neither did pesticides or
firebombing the woodchuck burrow. So Michael Pollan
began to think about the troubled borders between
nature and contemporary life. The result is a funny,
profound, and beautifully written book in the finest
tradition of American nature writing. It inspires
thoughts on the war of the roses; sex and class
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composting; the
American lawn; seed catalogs, and the politics of
planting a tree. A blend of meditation, autobiography,
and social history, Second Nature, from the renowned
author of The Botany of Desire, In Defense of Food,
and other bestsellers, is “as delicious a meditation on
one man’s relationship with the Earth as any you are
likely to come upon” (The New York Times Book
Review). “Usually when Americans have wanted to
explore their relationship to nature they’ve gone to
the wilderness, or the woods. Michael Pollan went to
the garden instead . . . and he’s returned with a
quirky and pleasing book.” —Annie Dillard “A joy to
read.” —Los Angeles Times

Florida Gardener's Handbook
This waterproof log book is the perfect place for
recording your work in the garden. Use this journal
throughout the seasons, from building catalog wish
lists early in the year, to noting the first signs of
spring, to recording what vegetable crops you planted
and their yield, to organizing yourself for bulb
planting in fall, to, finally, putting the garden to bed
for the winter. A five year grid at the beginning of
each month offers space to note annual garden cycles
over time, and journal entry pages are lined for notes
or graphed for diagramming plantings. Whether you
tend a window box, a cutting garden, or many raised
vegetable beds, this is the perfect write-in companion
to your gardening. This weatherproof five-year log
book includes the following features- aaaASturdy
waterproof cover to protect pages from rain and
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muddy soilAnd
aaaALined
pages
and gridded paper for
plotting beds aaaAFive years of 12-month bloom and
harvest grids for recording what you planted and
when aaaAAuthoritative appendices on composting,
pruning, pest and disease control, and container
gardening aaaAUseful reminders by season on
fertilizing, mulching, and transplanting aaaASpace for
listing your favorite sources and suppliers.

The Garden Primer
An all-new revised and updated edition, The New
Southern Living Garden Book is THE definitive source
on gardening from the brand Southern gardeners
have turned to for nearly 50 years. Completely
redesigned and updated for the first time in 10 years,
the new edition features over 1,700 beautiful color
photographs and over 7,000 featured plants.
Enhanced features include a monthly garden
checklist, a Q&A section to tackle everyday problems,
and garden design solutions, plus industry experts
provide the hottest trends and tips combined with oldfashioned wisdom. From the new homeowner just
starting out in gardening to the Master Class
gardener, this book will be an essential resource.

Second Nature
DIVFirst compact dictionary to combine definitions of
botanical names in general usage with derivation,
facts, and lore, plus guides to pronunciation. Index
provides cross-reference of 1,800 common plant
names to corresponding botanical ones. /div
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Carolinas Gardener's Handbook
Texas Gardener’s Handbook is filled with need-toknow information from popular Texas gardening
experts. Each includes his or her collective wisdom in
a complete guide for Texas gardeners. In addition to
hundreds of proven plants, this resource has monthly
to-do calendars for each of more than ten plant
categories, from annuals to vines. Full-color photos
and expert advice assist gardeners with the proper
care and timing for everything from planting to
watering. Information on gardening with less water
addresses the challenges of gardening in Texas.

The New Gardener's Handbook
Lenore Hedla, the dean of Alaska gardeners and
garden writers, has written a classic yet witty tome on
making things grow in the 49th state. With tips from
the best of amateurs to professionals, The Alaska
Gardener's Handbook is a useful reference for
newcomers and experienced Alaska gardeners alike.
This is the fourth book on Alaska gardening for Lenore
Hedla, a veteran of 40 years of agricultural
experience and writing in the far north. Richly
illustrated with more than 100 color photos.

The Market Gardener
New England Gardener's Handbook
Written by the long-time manager of the renowned
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University of California,
Santa Cruz, this substantial, authoritative, and
beautiful full-color guide covers everything you need
to know about organically growing healthy, bountiful
fruit trees. For more than forty years, Orin Martin has
taught thousands of apprentices, students, and home
gardeners the art and craft of growing fruit trees
organically. In Fruit Trees for Every Garden, Orin
shares--with hard-won wisdom and plenty of
humor--his recommended fruit varieties and
techniques for productive trees, including apple, pear,
peach, plum, apricot, nectarine, sweet cherry, orange,
lemon, fig, and more. If you crave crisp apples, juicy
peaches, or varieties of fruit that can never be found
in the store, they are all within reach in your own
backyard. Whether you have one tree or a hundred,
Orin gives you all the tools you need, from tree
selection and planting practices to seasonal feeding
guidelines and in-depth pruning tutorials. Along the
way, you'll gain a deeper understanding of the core
principles of organic gardening and soil stewardship:
compost, cultivation, cover crops, and increasing
biodiversity for a healthier garden. This book is more
than just a gardening manual; it's designed to help
you understand the why behind the how, allowing you
to apply these techniques to your own slice of
paradise and make the best choices for your
individual trees. Filled with informative illustrations,
full-color photography, and evocative intaglio etchings
by artist Stephanie Martin, Fruit Trees for Every
Garden is a striking and practical guide that will
enable you to enjoy the great pleasure and beauty of
raising homegrown, organic fruit for years to come.
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The Kitchen Gardener's Handbook
The Master Gardener Handbook is the official
reference text produced by the University of Georgia
and developed for Master Gardener training.

Northwest Gardener's Handbook
Vine-ripened tomatoes. Succulent squash. Plump
cucumbers. Growing vegetables is a rewarding--and
cost-effective--way to eat better for less. However,
you might think you lack the space necessary to grow
a functioning garden. With this guide, however, you'll
learn how to maximize your space and grow delicious
vegetables and herbs cheaply and efficiently, whether
you have a small backyard or just a windowsill! The
book includes expert information on: How to align
plants for maximum compatibility and organic pest
deterrence Building small-space necessities, including
self-watering containers and vertical planters A
variety of plans designed to maximize the amount of
food generated at several specific price points
Productive gardening can and should be a reality for
you, regardless of the amount of land you own. This
book has everything you need to grow fresh produce
in any size space, at any time of year!

The Everything Small-Space Gardening
Book
Grow the best vegetable garden ever with timeless,
tried-and-true methods and advice from The Old
Farmer's Almanac! Created for new gardeners, green
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The Old Farmer's
Almanac Vegetable Gardener's Handbook is loaded
with advice and inspiration to help plants--and
growers--thrive. -Step-by-step advice for success with
more than 30 vegetables -Space for recording your
observations and experiences -Delicious recipes
-Ways to preserve your harvest -And much more!

The New Sunset Western Garden Book
Discusses pest control

Week-by-Week Vegetable Gardener's
Handbook
Fruit Trees for Every Garden
Grow better not bigger with proven low-tech, humanscale, biointensive farming methods

Midwest Gardener's Handbook
This national award winning book was developed
especially for Master Gardener volunteers and home
gardeners and is a primary source for research-based
information on gardening and landscaping
successfully in North Carolina and the Southeast. A
fundamental reference for any seasoned gardener,
the North Carolina Extension Gardener Handbook is
also written to appeal to beginners just getting their
hands dirty. It explains the "why and how" basics of
gardening from soils and composting to vegetable
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garden design, preparation, and maintenance covers
all types of plantings including lawns, ornamentals,
fruits, trees, and containers. This handbook provides
color images, detailed graphics, diagnostic tables,
case studies, frequently asked questions, and specific
management strategies for insects, diseases, weeds,
and other pests. Written by a team of the state's
leading horticulture experts, it contains a wealth of
information to support you in creating and managing
thriving gardens, lawns, and landscapes. The North
Carolina Extension Gardener Handbook is an essential
book for serious gardeners in North Carolina and the
Southeast. Want to learn more? * Visit go.ncsu.edu/eghandbook to view information contained in this book
in an open access format. * Access free gardening
resources from NC State Extension by visiting
gardening.ces.ncsu.edu. * Find the Extension center
in your county to speak with local experts by visiting
www.ces.ncsu.edu/directory. * Become a Master
Gardener volunteer and join an outstanding group of
life-long learners working together to change the
world. Learn how at ncemgv.org.

The Organic Gardener's Handbook of
Natural Pest and Disease Control
A guide for gardeners living in the Southern United
States offers advice for selecting and maintaining the
perfect plants for one's garden, including profiles on
hundreds of different annuals, biennials, perennials,
tropicals, bulbs, ornamental grasses, trees, shrubs
and many more. Original.
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The Organic Gardeners Handbook
“Gardeners just starting out will earn a sense of
accomplishment and a good dose of knowledge.”
—Booklist Every new gardener has to start
somewhere—and the process can be intimidating.
Knowing when and what to plant, how to care for the
plants once they’re in the ground, and how to keep
pests and diseases away is a lot to take on. Luckily,
Daryl Beyers—an expert from the New York Botanical
Garden—has written what will be a go-to resource for
decades to come. The New Gardener’s Handbook is a
comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of
gardening, based on the introductory gardening class
that Beyers teaches at NYBG. Readers will learn about
soil, plant selection, propagation, planting and
mulching, watering and feeding, pruning, and weeds,
pests, and diseases. The information applies to both
ornamental and edible plants. Featuring inspiring
photography and helpful illustrations, The New
Gardener’s Handbook gives home gardeners a
foundation upon which they can grow, and
encourages them to apply the lessons they’ve learned
in an intuitive, natural way.

Texas Gardener's Handbook
Explains how would-be gardeners can make the most
of available space, offering helpful tips on coping with
the special problems of small urban gardens.

Georgia Master Gardener Handbook
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Gardeners
Handbook
you need to know to create a highly productive
vegetable garden. Combining European tradition with
American creativity, it covers the art and science of
organic gardening with a depth that is rarely seen in
contemporary books. There are chapters on every
aspect of organic vegetable gardening, soil dynamics,
soil management, cultivation, composting, crop
planning, raising seedlings, watering, harvesting,
seed saving, greenhouses, and much more. Whether
you are a complete novice and need your hand held
through every step, or a veteran gardener with a
permanent layer of soil under your fingernails, you
will find this book both helpful and informative. A
book that will soon be covered in dirty fingerprints,
The Organic Gardeners Handbook is a companion to
The Vegetable Growers Handbook.

The Alaska Gardener's Handbook
With growing consumer awareness about the dangers
of garden chemicals, turn to The Organic Gardener's
Handbook of Natural Pest and Disease Control as the
most reliable and comprehensive guide on the garden
shelf. Rodale has been the category leader in organic
methods for decades, and this thoroughly updated
edition features the latest science-based
recommendations for battling garden problems. With
all-new photos of common and recently introduced
pests and plant diseases, you can quickly identify
whether you've discovered garden friend or foe and
what action, if any, you should take. No other
reference includes a wider range of methods for
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organic garden. The plantby-plant guide features symptoms and solutions for
200 popular plants, including flowers, vegetables,
trees, shrubs, and fruits. The insect-and-disease
encyclopedia includes a photo identification guide and
detailed descriptions of damage readers may see. The
extensive coverage of the most up-to-date organic
control techniques and products, presented in order
of lowest impact to most intensive intervention,
makes it easy to choose the best control.

A Gardener's Handbook of Plant Names
A manual on vegetable, fruit, flower, shrub and tree
growing

Texas Gardening the Natural Way
“A mouthwatering picture book.” —Toronto Tasting
Notes No longer content with separating the plants
they grow to eat and the plants they grow for beauty,
gardeners are discovering the pleasures of
incorporating both edibles and ornamentals into their
home landscapes. The Kitchen Gardener's Handbook
makes it easy. Whether she's sharing tips on planting
radishes in spring, harvesting tomatoes in summer, or
pruning perennials in winter, Bartley's friendly advice
gives gardeners the tools they need to build and
maintain a kitchen garden. Readers will learn how to
plant, grow, and harvest the best vegetables, fruits,
greens, and herbs for every season. They'll also find
seasonal recipes that celebrate the best of the
harvest, monthly garden chores, eight sample garden
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using cut flowers for
decoration. The Kitchen Gardener's Handbook is a
guide for gardeners who want it all—the freshness of
fruits and vegetables and the beauty and simplicity of
hand-picked bouquets.

California Master Gardener Handbook,
2nd Edition
“Gardeners just starting out will earn a sense of
accomplishment and a good dose of knowledge.”
—Booklist Every new gardener has to start
somewhere—and the process can be intimidating.
Knowing when and what to plant, how to care for the
plants once they’re in the ground, and how to keep
pests and diseases away is a lot to take on. Luckily,
Daryl Beyers—an expert from the New York Botanical
Garden—has written what will be a go-to resource for
decades to come. The New Gardener’s Handbook is a
comprehensive overview of the fundamentals of
gardening, based on the introductory gardening class
that Beyers teaches at NYBG. Readers will learn about
soil, plant selection, propagation, planting and
mulching, watering and feeding, pruning, and weeds,
pests, and diseases. The information applies to both
ornamental and edible plants. Featuring inspiring
photography and helpful illustrations, The New
Gardener’s Handbook gives home gardeners a
foundation upon which they can grow, and
encourages them to apply the lessons they’ve learned
in an intuitive, natural way.

The Organic Gardener's Handbook of
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Natural Insect and Disease Control
Since it was first published in 2002, the California
Master Gardener Handbook has been the definitive
guide to best practices and advice for gardeners
throughout the West. Now the much-anticipated 2nd
Edition to the Handbook is here—completely
redesigned, with updated tables, graphics, and color
photos throughout. Whether you're a beginner double
digging your first bed or a University of California
Master Gardener, this handbook will be your go-to
source for the practical, science-based information
you need to sustainably maintain your landscape and
garden and become an effective problem solver.
Chapters cover soil, fertilizer, and water
management, plant propagation, plant physiology;
weeds and pests; home vegetable gardening; specific
garden crops including grapes, berries temperate
fruits and nuts, citrus, and avocados. Also included is
information on lawns, woody landscape plants, and
landscape design. New to the 2nd Edition is
information on invasive plants and principles of
designing and maintaining landscapes for fire
protection. Inside are updates to the technical
information found in each chapter, reorganization of
information for better ease of use, and new content
on important emerging topics. Useful conversions for
many units of measure found in the Handbook or
needed in caring for gardens and landscapes are
located in Appendix A. A glossary of important
technical terms used and an extensive index round
out the book.
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Gardening with Heirloom Seeds
The Old Farmer's Almanac Vegetable
Gardener's Handbook
Heirloom seeds are more than the promise of next
summer's crookneck squash or jewel-colored zinnias.
They're living antiques handed down from one
generation to the next, a rich inheritance of flavor and
beauty from long ago and, often, far away. They are
sometimes better adapted to pests and harsh
conditions than many modern varieties and often
simply smell or taste better. Gardening with Heirloom
Seeds serves as a resource for gardeners, cooks, and
plant lovers of all levels of expertise who want to
know more about finding, sharing, and propagating
the seeds of heirloom flowers, fruits, and vegetables.
In these beautifully illustrated pages, Lynn Coulter
describes fifty treasured heirloom species, from
Frenchman's Darling, a flowering herb whose seeds
were pocketed by Napoleon Bonaparte when he
invaded Egypt in 1798, to Snow White beets, an old
Dutch favorite that will not stain the cook's fingers
red. Most of the plants included here will grow all
across the United States; a few are best suited for
warmer climates. The text is sprinkled throughout
with practical advice from heirloom gardeners and
lists sources for finding the seeds of many old
varieties. Because it also provides ample room for
making notes, Gardening with Heirloom Seeds can be
used year after year and can become an heirloom in
its own right--a personal journal to pass along to the
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The City Gardener's Handbook
New England Gardener’s Handbook is written by
popular gardening experts who include their collective
wisdom in one complete guide for New England
gardeners. In addition to the hundreds of hardy plants
in eleven different plant categories, there are monthly
to-do calendars assisting gardeners with the proper
care and timing for everything from planting to
pruning. Full-color photos for each plant and helpful
illustrations and charts make this an easy-to-use
resource for all New England gardeners with expert
advice for home gardeners in Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and
Vermont.

The Organic Gardener's Handbook
A beautiful and simple guide to edible gardening The
“garden to table” movement is inspiring another
generation of gardeners but many of them have
questions. How important is composting? Is seed
saving really worth it? Focusing on sustainable,
organic growing practices and plants, The Backyard
Gardener is a comprehensive handbook that will help
get them started. Kelly Orzel covers everything from
soil selection to growing and harvesting. Sidebars
such as “garden center survival tips” offer useful
advice to help readers build their confidence and
know-how. This guide also features photographs of
beautiful plant bed designs, propagation techniques,
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The New Southern Living Garden Book
Whether you’re a seasoned gardener determined to
increase crop yields or starting your very first
vegetable garden, the Week-by-Week Vegetable
Gardener’s Handbook will help you manage your
schedule and prioritize what’s important. Detailed
weekly to-do lists break gardening down into simple
and manageable tasks so that you always know what
needs to be done and when to do it, from starting
seeds and planting strawberries to checking for
tomato hornworms and harvesting carrots. Enjoy a
bountiful harvest with this organized and stress-free
approach to gardening.

The Complete Gardener's Guide
Add Some Greenery to Your Life! This book will show
you how to use overlooked pots to their full potential
and transform your garden—whether you've only got
a modest balcony, a small square of patio or just a
windowsill. Container Gardener's Handbook covers a
range of different planting schemes and types of
container, from urns and troughs to chimney stacks
and hanging baskets. You’ll find expert advice here on
what to grow, from bonsais, bulbs and bamboos to
tumbling and creeping plants and flowers—and learn
how to make a living wall, a pond in a metal trough,
or even your own homemade containers. Inside
Container Gardener's Handbook · 41 inspired projects
for creative and sustainable container gardens. · How
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inhospitable and smallest of spaces. · Choosing the
right size, shape and materials for your containers. ·
How to pair plants and pots, upcycle existing items,
and create your own containers. · Advice on drainage,
compost, additives, fertilizers, mulch, feeding,
watering, deadheading, and more. · Creative ideas
and step-by-step instructions with bright and
informative photography.

The New Gardener's Handbook
As surely as gardens change with the seasons,
gardening is ever changing. New plants, techniques,
materials, and lifestyles are constantly broadening
the choices you have and reshaping the way you
garden in the West. In response to this natural
evolution, the editors of Sunset-the West's most
trusted source of gardening information for more than
80 years-have completely redesigned and updated
The Western Garden Book in this new 2012 Ninth
Edition. Following the best-selling success of the
previous editions of The Western Garden Book, this
edition includes a fresh new look, thousands of color
photographs, fresh illustrations, and an easy-to-follow
format. Written by experts for gardeners in the West,
this book is an indispensable reference for beginning
and expert gardeners alike. The New Western Garden
Book features include: A photo gallery shows the
West's most innovative gardens, from all-edibles front
yards to stylish water-wise and fire-wise gardens to
living walls and green roofs-all with ideas you can
use. Climate Zone Maps and growing-season graphs
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including Alaska and
Hawaii. A new "Plant Finder" section helps you choose
plants for their garden's problem areas or for special
effects. "A to Z Plant Encyclopedia" lists some 8,000
plants that thrive in the West, including more than
500 new ones. Gorgeous color photographs illustrate
all plant entries-for the first time ever in The Western
Garden Book. "Gardening From Start to Finish" is a
new visual guide that leads readers through all steps
of making a garden, from soil prep through planting,
growing and care, with special sections on natives,
veggies, grasses and more.

Southwest Gardener's Handbook
Compost your old "complete" gardening guide.
There's a new way of gardening in Texas that's
healthier for people and the environment, more
effective at growing vigorous plants and reducing
pests, cheaper to maintain, and just more fun. It's
Howard Garrett's "The Natural Way" organic
gardening program, and it's all here in Texas
Gardening the Natural Way. This book is the first
complete, state-of-the-art organic gardening
handbook for Texas. Using Howard Garrett's new
mainstream gardening techniques, Texas Gardening
the Natural Way presents a total gardening program:
How to plan, plant, and maintain beautiful landscapes
without using chemical fertilizers and toxic pesticides.
Gardening fundamentals: soils, landscape design,
planting techniques, and maintenance practices.
Includes more native and adaptable varieties of
garden and landscape plants than any other guide on
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Trees:
134 species
of evergreens, berryand fruit-bearing, flowering, yellow fall color, orange
fall color, and red fall color. Shrubs and specialty
plants: 85 species for sun, shade, spring flowering,
summer flowering, and treeform shrubs. Ground
covers and vines: 51 species for sun and shade.
Annuals and perennials: 136 species for fall color,
winter color, summer color in shade and sun, and
spring color. Also seeding rates for wildflowers. Lawn
grasses: 10 species for sun and shade, with additional
information on 16 native grasses, seeding rates for 32
grasses, and suggested mowing heights. Fruits, nuts,
and vegetables: 58 species, with a vegetable planting
chart and information on organic pecan and fruit tree
growing, fruit varieties for Texas, grape and pecan
varieties, and gardening by the moon. Common green
manure crops: 29 crops that help enrich the soil.
Herbs: 66 species for culinary and medicinal uses.
Bugs: 73 types of helpful and harmful bugs, with
organic remedies for pests, lists of beneficial bugs
and plants that attract them, a beneficial bug release
schedule, and sources for beneficial bugs. Plant
diseases: organic treatments for 55 common
problems. Organic methods for repelling mice,
rabbits, armadillos, beavers, cats, squirrels, and deer.
Organic management practices: watering, fertilizing,
controlling weeds, releasing beneficial insects,
biological controls (including bats and purple
martins), and recipes for Garrett Juice, fire ant control
drench, vinegar herbicide, Sick Tree Treatment, and
Tree Trunk Goop. Average first and last freeze dates
for locations around the state. Organic fertilizers and
soil amendments: 61 varieties, including full
instructions for making compost. Organic pest control
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varieties.
Common
house plants and
poisonous plants. Instructions for climbing vegetable
structures and bat houses. 833 gorgeous full-color
photographs.

The Backyard Gardener
Carolina Gardener’s Handbook is filled with need-toknow information from popular Carolina gardening
experts. Each expert includes his or her collective
wisdom in this complete guide for Carolina gardeners.
In addition to hundreds of proven plants, this resource
has monthly to-do calendars for more than ten plant
categories from annuals to vines. “When to”
information assists gardeners with the proper care
and timing for everything from planting to watering.
Advice on gardening with less water addresses the
challenges of gardening in the Carolinas.

Mid-Atlantic Gardener's Handbook
Now all gardeners living in the Mid-Atlantic can unlock
the secrets to successful gardening in their region,
thanks to this informative, fully illustrated handbook!
Mid-Atlantic Gardener's Handbook has everything a
gardener needs for successful planting and growing in
the Mid-Atlantic region--all contained in one easy-toreference book. Comprehensive to the core, this book
is different from other gardening guidebooks because
it's written exclusively for gardeners who live in
Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, or Washington,
D.C. Subjects covered include plant selection and
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and growing information for edibles is also included,
along with plant selections for the most common
plant categories. As an important component in the
CSP Gardener's Handbook series, this an all-inclusive
gardener's reference book offers plant information as
well as the critical when-to-do-it information.
Additionally, the book covers ornamental landscape
and edible plants, as well as monthly when-to tips. It
is the undisputed handbook for gardening in the MidAtlantic. Some chapters include: Introduction to
Gardening Annuals Perennials & Ornamental Grasses
Bulbs, Corms, Tubers and Rhizomes Herbs &
Vegetables Groundcovers Lawn Grasses Shrubs Trees
Vines
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